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QUOTE OF THE DAY
"If you can find something
that you're really
passionate about, whether
you're a man or a woman
comes a lot less into
play. Passion is a genderneutralizing force."
- Marissa Mayer
American Businesswoman
born on this day in 1975

ARTAfact

40 Best Hotels in Italy...
Luxury, history, style-there's no place like Italy. And there are no places in
Italy like these 40 amazing hotels, named the best by Condé Nast
Traveler readers. Here, their favorite picks from the region-from locations
with un-rivaled rooftop views of the Duomo at sunset, to lakeside
mansions with terraces ripe for an early evening aperitif.
Click here for list

ARTA Travel accepts
American Express
Membership Rewards
Points as a form of
payment for full payment
or deposits.

CLIENT CORNER
ARTA Travel
Client Letters
"I wanted to take a
moment and express to
you how much we
appreciate the hard work
and considerable effort Mr.

King put forth in
coordinating an amazing
trip through Paris France
for Julie and me.
It had been Julie's dream
to someday visit Paris.
Dwayne and ARTA Travel
put together a trip across
France that far exceeded
her most lavish dreams.
Not only was this trip like
something you would see
on "Lifestyles of the Rich
and Famous", but he
worked in our behalf to
maximize or budget and
get the most for our
money.

The World's Most Scenic Ferry Rides...
There's something about sightseeing from the water that just can't be
beat. Ferryboats offer the most scenic, economical, and often the fastest,
way to get from one point to another. Here are 20 of the most sensational
ferry rides, offering everything from thrilling urban skylines to breathtaking
natural beauty.
Click here for list

Airfares from Dallas / Fort Worth International Airport

I was truly impressed with
his efforts and it's because
of Mr. King that we will use
ARTA Travel again in the
future.
Further, I intend to
recommend ARTA Travel
and Mr. King to anyone
looking for an amazing
adventure.
Sincerely expressed,
Robert W. and Julie T.
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to Chicago O'Hare, IL
to Seattle, WA
to Honolulu, Hawaii
to Madrid, Spain
to Los Angeles, CA
to Atlanta, GA
to London, England
to San Francisco, CA
to New York, LaGuardia, NY

$232
$391
$1,185
$1,769
$246
$196
$1,790
$182
$213

Fares shown are round-trip based on availability, not including taxes and fees
Conditions Apply

ARTA Travel clients, receive discounted pricing with
FreedomPark Valet at DFW Airport.
Contact your ARTA agent for more details
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The Best All-Inclusive Resorts in Cancun...
As far as beach resorts in Mexico go, Cancún is always a crowd pleaser.
Lively restaurants and a high-octane nightlife scene are obvious draws,
but this 14-mile coastal strip is also a favorite for travelers seeking
powdery white beaches. It's become so popular, more than 3 million
visitors head to Cancún every year. For a totally worry-free getaway,
reserve a stay at one of Cancún's best all-inclusive resorts. It'll take all
the guesswork out of your vacation, and ensure you don't experience any
receipt shock upon check-out.
Click here for entire list

CORPORATE TRAVEL

TSA Tests New Carry-On Screening...
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) is testing new
procedures at 10 U.S. airports that require people to carry less in their
carry-ons. Carry-on bags are just too cluttered, making it hard for
screeners to do their jobs-which is to find explosives, the TSA said. In
addition to their laptops, passengers are being asked to remove all
devices larger than a cellphone, including tablets and e-readers, as well
as food and books, and place them in separate bins. Passengers in the
TSA's PreCheck program will not be subject to the new screening
procedures.
Click here for entire article
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Hilton Los Cabos Beach & Golf Resort...
Hilton Los Cabos Beach & Golf Resort would be honored to host your
international incentive travel to beautiful Los Cabos. Exemplary customer
service, grandiose event spaces and a world-class event management
team are just a few of the many ways they exceed expectations. They
attend to each and every detail while you and your guests enjoy truly
effortless event success. Discover for yourself why their hotel is
considered a leader in international incentive travel.
Contact a Group Specialist for Details
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